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In this paper a rank 12 even lattice C is constructed which is type 3 (if IJ E C then 
(0, u) > 6). and which has the following maximality property: C@ C+ 3. A, can be 
embedded in the Leech lattice nz4, and is a maximal type 3 sublattice of AZ.,. The 
construction uses properties of the binary and ternary Golay codes. 0 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
One approach to the geometry of the Leech lattice /i,, is to consider 
configurations of vectors u E /i,, of various types and their stabilizers [2]. 
A vector v E /1,, is of type n if u has squared length 2n. It is also possible to 
consider sublattices of .4,, satisfying a condition on the types of vectors 
they contain. 
Let L be a lattice with an even form ( , ). If L’ is a sublattice of L we 
define L’ to be of type n if (v, u) > 2n for every non-zero vector u E L’. We 
will say that L’ c L is a maximal sublattice of type n if it is maximal in L 
with respect to the property of being type n. For example, n24 is the unique 
maximal type 2 sublattice of itself. 
The sublattice structure of the Leech lattice has been much studied 
recently. Any of the twenty-three lattices found by Niemeier can be used to 
construct the Leech lattice [3]: multiples of all these lattices are contained 
in the Leech lattice. Of these, the sublattice 2(E, 0 E, 0 E8) c /i,, is of par- 
ticular interest, since the embedding can be defined by using the decom- 
position (8, 8, 8) of coordinates in the binary Golay code c!& into supports 
of vectors of minimum weight with disjoint support [2]. This gives the E,- 
construction of the Leech lattice [7]. If the E, root lattice is scaled so that 
minimal vectors have squared length 2, 2(& 0 E, 0 E,) is a type 4 sublat- 
tice of A,,. 
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There is only one other non-trivial decomposition of coordinates in the 
binary Golay code into supports of vectors with equal weight and disjoint 
support, namely the decomposition (12, 12) (into disjoint dodecads). We 
ask for a rank 12 sublattice C of ,tZ4 such that CO C plays a role 
analogous to that of 2(E, @ E, @ s) for the decomposition (8,8,8). If one 
asks that C have maximum density then the natural choice is the Coxeter- 
Todd lattice [5]. If one asks that for every embedding in AZ4 the vectors of 
C have squared length divisible by an integer greater than 2, in analogy 
with 2(E8 @ E, @ E,), then a different choice is necessary, and it seems that 
the best one can do is a frame. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct such a frame, and to prove the 
delicate result that C @ C + 3 . /i,, is a maximal type 3 sublattice of A,,. A 
similar (and easier) argument can be used to prove that 2(E, BE, @ Es) is 
a maximal type 4 sublattice of nZ4. Since the definition of C exploits the 
rather subtle relation between the binary and ternary Golay codes [S, 111, 
there is some reason to believe that this sublattice is of interest. From 
another point of view, the construction uses the complex representation of 
the Leech lattice [9, lo]. 
For properties of codes we refer to [ 1, 61, and for properties of the 
Leech lattice to [2, 3, 4, 7, 9, and lo]. 
Let ( , ) = $( , ), where ( , ) is the usual inner product on R12 or R24. 
Consider the lattice 
where the sum is over all vectors of the given type. The form ( , ) gives L 
the structure of an even lattice. Let L be the sublattice of L consisting of 
those vectors such that the sum of the coordinates is congruent to zero 
(mod 8). L is the lattice of even vectors in the Leech lattice at a dodecad. 
Consider the vectors 
el = (2,2,2,2,2, 2, 2, 2, 2, Z&2) 
e,=(2,-2,-2,-2,2,-2, -2,2,-2,2,2,2) 
e,=(2, -2, -2, 2, -2, -2, 2, -2, 2, 2, 2, -2) 
e12=(2, 2, -2, -2, -2,2, -2, -2,2, -2,2,2), 
where the vectors e3 through ei2 arise by permuting the last 11 entries of e2 
cyclically. The sign pattern is determined by the rows of a generating 
matrix for the ternary Golay code %i2 [6]. Let b, = (1,0 ,..., 0) ,..., 
b12 = (O,..., 0, 1) be a standard basis for IR”. Let 
C= f Z.eicLcL. 
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LEMMA. (i) C+ 3L is a maximal type 3 sublattice of L. 
(ii) If v is a vector of L not in C + 3L, then C + 72. v + 3L contains 
either a vector of squared length 4, or the vector 8b,. 
Proof: Notice that the vectors e,,..., e,, are orthogonal. Let fi = e,, 
f2 = 4b, ,..., flz = 4b,,. Clearly the f ,,..., fi2 are a free basis for L, and we 
have expressions e, = fi, e2 = fi - fi - f3 - f4 - f6 - f7 - fg, etc., for the 
generators of C, or for their classes (mod 3L), using the same notation for 
the classes of vectors (mod 3~5). C + 3L is type 3 because C is a frame and 
(e,, ei) = 6 for i = l,..., 12. To prove that C + 3L is a maximal type 3 sublat- 
tice of L, view fi,..., fi2 as a basis for L/3L, and let f f,..., f & be the 
corresponding dual basis. After an obvious change of coordinates, 




0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0. 
over IF,, where the rows of the lower right 11 by 11 block A are permuted 
cyclically. The matrix A has the property that each pair of rows has exactly 
three l’s in common, and it follows that the dual ((C+ 3L)/3L)’ of 
(C + 3L)/3L contains the elements 
and also the element f: + f: + ... + f T2. Hence ((C+ 3L)/3L)’ contains 









where of course the matrix A occurs again. The first five rows of A are 
linearly independent, and adding the first row of (*) or (**) increases the 
dimension of the vector space generated by these rows by one, so 
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dim,& (C + 3L)/3L) = d im,,((C+ 3L)/3L)’ = 6. In particular the first rows 
of (**) give a basis for ((C+3L)/3L)l. 
Now suppose that c’ + 3L is a type 3 sublattice of L properly containing 
C+ 3L: then 4b,, 4b, f 4bj$ C’ + 3L for all i #j with 1 < i, j < 12. Since 
((C’+~L)/~L)~C((C+~L)/~L)’ properly, ((C’+3L)/3L)’ cannot con- 
tain the linear forms hi,..., h, corresponding to the first six rows of the 
matrix (* *). Notice that 
4b,=V,-f,-f,- .'. -fn, 
so h,(4bl) #O while h,(4bl)=0 for 26 i< 6. It follows that 
h,E((C’+3L)/3Ly. 
Now notice that if any of rows 2 through 6 of (**) are deleted then 
either two columns coincide, or some column after the first has the form 
10 0 0 0. Suppose that the jth and kth columns coincide: then 
hj(4bj - 4bk) = 0 for all the remaining forms hi, and C’ + 3L fails to be type 
3. Suppose that the jth column has the form 1 0 0 0 0, with j > 1. Notice 
that 
4b,-4bj=2f,-f,- “’ -f,.-,-2&.-f,,,- ... -fiz, 
from which it is easy to check that h,(4b, - 4bj) = 0 for all remaining forms 
hi: so again C’+ 3L fails to be type 3. We have proved that 
((C’+ 3L)/3L)l= ((C+ 3L)/3L)‘, a contradiction. 
To prove the second part of the lemma, consider L: first, it is easily seen 
that g, = e,, g, = 4b, + 46, ,..., g,, = 4b, + 4b,, is a basis for L, or for L 
(mod3L). Now e,=g,, e,=g,-gg,-g,--g,-g,-g,--g,+24b,, etc., 
and since 24bl = 3. (8b,) E 3L, the expression for the e, in terms of the gi is 
essentially the same as before, and we can regard (C+ 3L)/3L as the row 
space of the matrix (*), and ((C+ 3L)/3L)’ as the row space of the matrix 
(* *). Thus we can give an argument similar to the one before, considering 
the result of omitting the forms hi. Now 
-4Ob,=2g,-g,-g,- ... -g,2, 
and -4Ob, - 86, (mod 3L), so if the form h, is omitted from 
((C + 3L)/3L)l, the element 8b, is introduced. The other two cases of the 
argument are exactly the same, since 4bj- 46, EL, 4bj- 4b, = gj - g, if 
l<j<k, and 
4b,-4bj-48bl=2g,-gg,- ... -gj-,-2gj-gj+,- ..’ -gg,,, 
and since 48b, E 3L, introducing this vector also introduces 4b, - 4bj. 
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Passing now to the case of the Leech lattice, consider two vectors of ?& 
of weight 12 with disjoint support, and use these to determine an 
embedding C 0 C c AZ4. From the directness of the sum it is immediate 
that C@ C + 3 . ,424 is a type 3 sublattice of A,,. 
THEOREM. CO Cf 3. AZ4 is a maximal type 3 sublattice of A24. 
Proof. It is straightforward that the direct sum C@ C remains direct 
(mod 3 * .4,,), so (CO C + 3 * AZ4/3. AZ4) can be viewed as the row space of 
the matrix 
(***) 
Thus (CO C+ 3. A2J3. Az4)’ can be viewed as the row space of the 
matrix 
(“0” ,:*,). **** ( 1 
It follows that (CO C+ 3. A14/3. A24)L has a basis h, ,..., h,, h7 ,..., h,,, 
where the forms hi, 1~ id 6, and 7 < i Q 12, are the forms of the Lemma 
for the two non-zero blocks of (****). Now we argue as before: if 
C@ C + 3. AT4 is not maximal type 3, one of the forms hi can be omitted 
without introducing a vector of squared length 4. If any hi except h1 or h, 
are omitted, a vector of the form 46, - 4b, is introduced, of squared length 
4. If either h, or h, is omitted, a vector of the form 8bi will be introduced. 
Let u,=(~*~)ECOC+~~A~~. Then 
where the entries - 6 and - 3 occur at the ith coordinate. But (u,, uO) = 4, 
so we have a contradiction (a0 is introduced if 2. uO is, because 2 is a unit 
mod 3). 
The volume of C@ C is fl= 612 and C@ C has 48 minimal vectors. It 
is the maximality property of this lattice, not any sort of extremality, which 
is of interest. Since the ternary Golay code is unique, it seems very likely 
that C is unique among lattices reducing to this code (mod 3). 
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